
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But he is still a _______________ scamp.1. (young/sturdy)sturdy young

I recognised ________________ grandeur, beauty, and truth.2.
(true/dramatic)

true dramatic

Not one of these was famous in the great world; some were almost
unknown beyond their ________________ circle.
3.

(own/immediate)own immediate

This tale presents ________________ situations in which some of the boys
are called upon to exercise all their ingenuity and unselfishness.
4.

(stirring/many)

many stirring

I am a ______________ bird with a broken wing.5. (poor/little)poor little

You reach a responsive chord in _____________ breasts.6. (human/many)many human

A ______________ road stretched ahead like a ribbon.7. (broad/white)broad white

A ___________ moth was fluttering against the lamp.8. (grey/big)big grey

______________ plays, which none of them had heard of before, were
introduced.
9.

(several/new)
Several new

Jim demanded quietly with his _______________ sternness.10.
(own/peculiar)

own peculiar

However, he came to her in every pause to exchange at least a
____________ words and a glance.
11.

(few/brief)few brief

There were, however, a __________________ difficulties.12.
(preliminary/few)

few preliminary

He was reduced to the __________________ habit of living.13.
(mechanical/mere)

mere mechanical

You will then know Paris (and probably the ______________ cities of
Europe) as well as if you had been there for years.
14.

(large/other)
other large
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The ___________ minutes were a chaos.15. (few/next)next few

When left alone, the ___________ couple spent some little time in
conversation about the events of the evening, and then lay down on the floor,
and fell fast asleep.

16.

(good/old)

good old

Then a ______________ cloud spread over the sky, and red was the rain
that fell from it.
17.

(great/black)
great black

Of human work none but what is bad can be perfect, in its __________
way.
18.

(own/bad)
own bad

There are twelve hundred inhabitants in the village, and
________________ houses round about.
19.

(separate/many)many separate

The ________________ answer to this extraordinary conduct was a
declaration of war.
20.

(possible/only)
only possible
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